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ABOUT travelynn family
We are a family of four from the UK who believe that adventure travel should not wait until the
kids are older! Our boys are aged 5 and 6 and have been hiking in the Himalayas, meditated with
monks in Thailand, ridden sleeper trains across India and more recently, traversed sub-Saharan
Africa in a Land Rover Defender with roof tents for 101 days. We have now live in the UK Peak
District and continuing the epic adventures with the added challenge now of school terms!
TraveLynn Family was founded in October 2016 by Jenny (Mum) after receiving numerous requests
for advice about our adventurous travels with our two young boys. Since then, we have grown into
an online resource that's receives 35-40k page views per month, offering support and inspiration
for like-minded parents, and been nominated for awards and featured by Lonely Planet.

website demographics
READERS FROM OVER 200 COUNTRIES
UK 38% | US 18%

INSTAGRAM demographics
UK 28% | US 22% | AUS 7% | CAN 3%
WOMEN 78% | MEN 22%
PREDOMINANTLY AGED 25-44
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MR KELLY WHITE
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WHY WORK WITH US
Leveraging expert marketing and SEO knowledge, Jenny can provide ongoing exposure to your
brand through researched Google keywords. So you can expect to see a review blog post of your
product on page one of Google searches (depending on agreed keywords). Meaning that even
after a year after us working together, people will still be finding your brand review through
Google searches. Check out some of the brands below who have worked with TraveLynn Family!
We have an engaged audience and build an honest and personal connection with our followers so
that they trust our opinions and recommendations. We believe that there is no 'right age' to wait
to take kids travelling. So we appeal to more adventurous parents who want to step away from the
generic package holiday.
And we're always travelling somewhere new, therefore retaining interest of existing followers,
reaching to new audiences and rapidly growing our following and content.
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